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SUMMARY 

Rao el al. (1962) have given a well-known method of selecting a sample ofdistinct units from a 
finite survey population admitting known positive nonned size-measures ofunits, unbiasedly estimating 
the population total and also positively the variance of this estimator. Once an RHC sample is drawn, 
if the sample-size is judged too high before the actual survey is undertaken, then a sub-sample of a 
manageably reduced size may be appropriate under a constrained budget. We present revised estimation 
and variance estimation procedures ifthe sub-sample is again chosen following the RHC scheme with 
necessary adjustments. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Chaudhuri (2003) treated a practical problem of 
requiring to choose a sub-sample from an initial sample 
with a total size deemed feasible under a budget within 
a stipulated time, but later judged too high, before 
undertaking the survey. In this follow-up we present 
formulae for an unbiased estimator ofthe population total 
along with a positive-valued unbiased estimator for its 
variance when the initial sample is chosen following Rao
Hartley-Cochran (RHC (1962)) scheme utilizing certain 
known positive size-measures when the sub-sample is 
chosen therefrom adopting the same RHC scheme with 
necessary adjustments. Cliaudhuri (2004) presented the 
theories for 2 alternative methods ofdrawing the sample 
from an initial RHC sample. 

2. METHOD OF SAMPLING AND ESTIMATION 

Let U = (1,2, ... , i, ..., N) denote a survey 
population of N units labeled i with values 
Yi' (iE U) on a real variable y of interest and known 

Xi' (>0, iE U) as size-measures, Y= LYi and 

X= L xi denoting their respective totals. BYPj= xiI X we 

mean the normed size-measures of the units and our 
immediate objective is to choose from U a sample s with 
a pre-assigned number ofn distinct units in it, ascertain 
YloriE s, use the survey data d= (s, y/iE s) to unbiasedly 
estimate Y employing a suitable statistic t = t(d) providing 
in addition a positive valued unbiased estimator for VI(t), 
the variance of1. 

A standard popular procedure for this is provided 
by Rao, Hartley and Cochran (RHC (1962)). Their 
sample selection scheme enjoins division of U into n 

random groups of Nj units (i = 1,2, ..., n), Nj~ 1, 
N\+... +Nj... +N 

n 
=N, and selection ofone unit ij from 

the ilb group with probability Po' Qi' taking Qj = PH+0. 0+ 
Pij + + PiN; and repeating this independently over 
i = 1,2, , n. Their unbiased estimator for Y is 

writing L for sum over the n groups and (Yi' p) the 
n 

y-value and normed size-measure for the unit chosen 

from the ilb group, and Zj = Yi QJPi , i = 1,2, .. 0' n. 

Then they show that 
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(2.1) 

and 

V(tRHC )=i ~,Q, ~~ - tkcJ (2.2) 

is an unbiased estimator for VI(~C)' writing 

~ N~-N ~ N~-N
A = LJn I and B = LJn I 

N(N -1) N 2 - ~ N~LJn I 

Suppose limited resources do not permit us to 
survey all the units in s but a sub-sample u of size 
m « n) suitably chosen from s may be surveyed to 
provide an alternative unbiased estimator for Y along 
with an unbiased estimator thereof. Let, from s ofsize n, 
the sub-sample u of size m be again chosen employing 
the RHC technique. Noting that Q + Q + ...+ Q; +

1 2 

. . . + Qn equals 1, the Q/s may be treated as normed 
size-measures of the units in s in implementing the 

selection of u. Writing Lm as sum over the m groups 

into which s is now to be divided at random, q. 
(j = 1, ..., m) as the sum ofthe Qj-values falling in the jdl 
group ofnj units (j=l, ..., m), n

1
+ n2+ ...+n 

m
= n, (yj' p) 

as the y-value and the original Pi value for the unit chosen 
from the j!h group now formed with a probability 

Qjk / q j say, noting qj = Qjl+ . . . +Qjn' our proposed 

revised estimator for Y is 

y.
 
e =~ _J q.


RHC	 LJm p. J (2.3) 
J 

Let E I' E2 and V I' V2 be the operators for 

expectation and variance for the selections of s, u 

respectively and E, V the over-all operators over selection 

of s followed by that ofu and E2( . / G), V2( . / G) be the 

expectation, variance operators conditionally on the 

groups formed as fixed while selecting u and Eo, V0 the 

same over formation of these groups. Then, we have 

Theorem 1. E (eRHc) = Y 

Proof. 

= LnZi =tRHC 

E 2 (e RHC )= tRHC 

E(e RHC )= E1(t RHC )= Y 
Now we work out V(eRHc) through the following steps 

V2 (eRHC /G) 

= ~m[! ! Qjk QjJ ( Zjk _ Zjl J2] 
k<1 qj qj Qjk / qj Qjl / qj 

EoV2 (eRHC /G) 

~ n~-n]n n [z Z J2 
= ( n(n~l) ~l ~QkQl Q: - QIJ 

=a[L,~	 -'kc'] 
2~ n. _n
 

a = L.Jm J
 

n(n -1)
 

V2 (e RHC ) = Vo [E 2 (eRHC /G)]+ Eo [V2 (e RHC /G)] 

=a[L,~ - Ikc]'because VG (IRHc )= 0 

Finally, we have 

Theorem 2. For v(eRHc )= (1 + B)v2 (eRHC ) 

y~ 2]+B ~mPfj -eRHC( 

E(v(e RHC ))= V(e RHC ) with v2 (eRHC) given below 
as (2.4) 

Proof. Let v2(eRHc) satisfy 

E 2 (v 2 (eRHC ))= V2 (eRHC ) 
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Then 

or 

(:-.)E, (v, (eRHe ))= aE,[}:m ~~q:-eke ] 
or 

v,(eRHe )<. [~m~~ qj -eke] (2.4) 

or 

v, (eRHe )= b[~m :1 qj -eke] 

a Lmnf -n 
where b =--= 2 "'" 2

I-a n - LJmnj 

satisfies E 2v 2 (eRHC )= V2 (eRHC ) 

Now, V(eRHC )= E IV2 (e RHC )+ VIE 2 (eRHc ) 

= E IE 2 (v 2 (e RHC ))+ VI (t RHC ) 

=EIE2 (v2 (eRHC )) 

+BE{E'L ;! qj -EJke -.,(eRHe )]] 

(using (2.1) and (2.2)) 

3. A FIN-\L REMARK 

It is trivially simple to illustrate agricultural, 
industrial or other relevant situations where the theories 
developed here may be gainfully applied. A curious 
reader may consult Chaudhuri (2003, 2004) for practical 
illustrations. 

It is pertinent here to refer to the Report on Audit 
Sampling by Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata, 
December 2003, for the Department of Public Works, 
Public Health, Engineering and Irrigation & Waterways 
ofGovemment ofWest Bengal. It contains a discussion 
on how a sample of79 first stage units (fsu) out of236 
fsu's, namely Divisional Offices in 7 districts of West 
Bengal chosen by Rao-Hartley-Cochran (RHC (1962» 
scheme using the previous year's budget-allocated 
expenditures, had to be reduced to only 6S to save time 
and cost when the survey was well in progress strata
wise. 

In the Agricultural Surveys by the West Bengal 
Government State Agricultural Statistics Authority 
(SASA) for crop estimation 20 percent ofthe 344 Mouzas 
in the state are required to be covered each year but at 
least 4 percent shortfall is encountered in practice. Error 
appraisals may utilize the technique presented in this 
paper as it essentially applies beyond RHC scheme as 
well. 
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